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There is great promise in these [Ghanaian] West African players and one day, soon, they'll make the table tennis world sit up and applaud.

Rong Guotuan, China's first ping-pong world champion, following the team's visit to Africa in 1962.¹

Many people today are aware of the so-called 'ping-pong diplomacy' that helped thaw US-China relations in the early 1970s.² Few know that the Chinese leadership already had two decades of experience using sport, including ping-pong, for diplomacy. There had been an official desire in China to see athletes represent the nation through their athletic success on the world stage for several decades prior to the establishment of the People's Republic of China (PRC) in 1949.³ The PRC leadership, however, was the first to use international sport for its broader foreign and domestic policy goals. In the 1950s, as the PRC battled with the Republic of China (ROC-Taiwan) for international recognition in sport and beyond, sport became a prominent site for legitimising the new socialist state and solidifying its place within the Soviet-led socialist world. Chinese leaders and media touted exchanges that focused on 'learning from the Soviet Union' (xuexi Sulian) and the socialist bloc as proof of growing friendship and solidarity between 'fraternal countries' (xiongdi guojia).⁴

By the late 1950s, however, the political tides had already begun to turn. When Rong Guotuan won the men's singles title at the 1959 Table Tennis World Championships – the first Chinese athlete to win any major world championship – he became a national and international celebrity at a crucial moment.⁵ China was in the midst of the Great Leap Forward, a massive political, economic and social movement that kicked off in 1958 with Mao proclaiming that the nation would overtake UK production in fifteen years.⁶ State-sponsored sport in China had proliferated in the second half of the 1950s, culminating with the First National Games held in Beijing in October 1959. These Games, coinciding with national day celebrations, were meant to showcase a decade of progress under Communist Party rule. Chinese sports leaders argued that Rong's win represented a major achievement of the new state sports system. He was, in short, a positive image of socialist success that also extended beyond China's borders.
Less than two years later, in the face of financial disaster and widespread famine, the leadership called off the Great Leap campaign. Mao retreated while Liu Shaoqi (Mao's second in command), Zhou Enlai and Deng Xiaoping undertook a more pragmatic approach to domestic growth.7 Austerity measures implemented nationwide meant that funding for sports programmes ran out - except, that is, for top athletes like Rong. Major changes in Chinese foreign policy were taking place, including the deterioration of Sino-Soviet relations, the establishment of diplomatic relations with newly decolonised nations, and a rise in participation in various Afro-Asian solidarity movements. Sino-Soviet competition began in the Third World, with both sides determined to influence and gain the upper hand in national liberation struggles worldwide.8 The country was broke, but Chinese leaders were determined to build relations with new allies while positioning China as the ideologically superior socialist model, and they believed sport could help accomplish this.

PRC leaders thus engaged in a form of sports diplomacy in the 1960s explicitly for the purposes of improving China's image and wielding what in today's terms would be called 'soft power'.9 The state intended its athletes and sports leaders to deliver a positive image of the nation through 'cultural attraction, ideology, and international institutions' and legitimate its alternative model of socialist development 'in the eyes of others'.10 Chinese sports diplomacy was also a form of public diplomacy that aimed to spread China's soft power. The leadership believed that foreign media exposure of its sports teams, as well as drawing large audiences of spectators for competitions and exhibition matches, would 'influence broader opinion in foreign societies'.11 The peak of propaganda efforts came with the Games of the New Emerging Forces (GANEFO) movement, a Sino-Indonesian-sponsored challenge to the International Olympic Committee's dominance in sport that also attempted to solidify China's geopolitical position as a Third World leader.12

More typical than such mega-events, however, were state-sponsored sports delegation visits, in which sports leaders and top athletes like Rong served as bona fide diplomats. This was especially true of Chinese involvement in international sport in the 1950s and 1960s, which revolved almost exclusively around smaller sports competitions and delegation visits.13 At a time when travel for Chinese citizens was severely restricted, the State Sports Commission and the Chinese Foreign Ministry worked together to send Chinese sports delegations abroad and receive foreign delegations in China. The plethora of official documents produced during official sports visits speaks to their broader diplomatic importance to the Chinese state.14 As far as the leadership was concerned, these could be just as successful or even more successful than larger events in expanding Chinese influence and in gathering leaders together for diplomatic purposes.

Sports delegation visits between China and recently decolonised countries in the 1960s carried out a form of diplomacy that emphasised affective relations. The goal of visits was to build 'friendship' - a code word for cultivating better strategic political relations under the umbrella of 'people's diplomacy'. This entailed making 'as many friends as possible' through direct people-to-people contact, while also exposing enemies and promoting China.15 These visits sought to reinforce political solidarities by
strengthening emotional bonds between those involved, while showcasing a Chinese brand of socialism that leaders hoped would appeal to these new ‘friends’. This brand professed, among other things, placing the revolutionary struggle of oppressed peoples against colonialism and imperialism above the struggle against capitalism.\textsuperscript{16} PRC leaders firmly believed that underdeveloped African and Asian countries could learn from China’s alternative (non-Soviet) socialist path of development. They were, in other words, building personal affect in an effort to take the lead over the Soviet Union in the Third World.

In China, sport delegation visits in the 1960s were also always simultaneously about reinforcing foreign and domestic policies.\textsuperscript{17} The official framing of visits in the domestic media – which usually highlighted meetings and receptions with important political leaders and always claimed ‘warm’ relations between ‘friends’ – was clearly geared towards a general readership. In the wake of the Sino-Soviet split, such visits were used to teach the Chinese public about the nation’s position in the world among new ‘friends’ and to demonstrate the early successes of China’s own socialist path.

Following a brief background to the relationship between sport and the Chinese Communist Party’s understanding of the world, the remainder of this chapter provides a case study of the Chinese ping-pong team’s tour of several African countries (Ghana, Guinea, Mali, Sudan, and the United Arab Republic (UAR)-Egypt) in spring 1962.\textsuperscript{18} Declassified telegrams and reports from the Chinese Foreign Ministry, as well as official media, show how the Chinese leadership utilised this first-ever sports delegation sent to West Africa to strengthen political solidarities and uphold a positive image of China. Some scholars have argued that public diplomacy is distinct from propaganda because the latter is ‘uninterested … in any meaningful form of relationship building’.\textsuperscript{19} Yet, as this case study demonstrates, the PRC did engage in cultivating ‘meaningful’ relations through the method of ‘finding things in common’ with their hosts.\textsuperscript{20} The official Chinese media as well as the summary report from the Foreign Ministry on the visit shed light on the ways in which the leadership measured and understood diplomatic efforts through sport – sometimes in very concrete ways, but more often in terms of building affective relations. Furthermore, the Chinese leadership made no distinction between public diplomacy and propaganda. The ping-pong team’s popularity abroad and its sports achievements were portrayed officially with an air of superiority, and as evidence of Chinese socialist influence burgeoning in Africa, while the team’s exchange of sports skills and participation in non-sports activities was touted as proof of a growing ‘friendship’ that represented genuine political solidarity. In sum, Chinese leaders considered the visit a resounding diplomatic and propaganda success.

**Placing China on the world stage through sport**

Sports development in the Mao years (1949–76) was closely connected to the oscillations of official understandings of China’s place in the world. Chinese Communist Party leaders understood their nation as belonging to a global community made
up of other nations and peoples with similar historical backgrounds, all engaged in a struggle against colonialism and imperialism – a community often described in secondary literature as the "Third World". This was especially true after the 1955 Bandung Conference, but the origins of this understanding pre-date the founding of the People's Republic of China.

As early as 1940, Mao Zedong advocated finding a 'third state' of development that could serve former colonial and semi-colonial states in their transition to socialism. This transitional 'new democratic' state would differ from that found in the Soviet Union, by skipping the bourgeois or capitalist dictatorship stage and moving directly into a society headed by a proletarian-led, joint dictatorship of all the revolutionary classes. Mao also argued, however, that the Chinese revolution needed the assistance of the Soviet Union in order to succeed. Thus, in the first few years of the PRC, the Chinese Communist Party carried out a programme of 'New Democracy' at the same time that it also promoted 'learning from the Soviet Union' under the official policy of 'leaning to one side'. The development of Chinese sports programmes and sports exchanges in the first half of the 1950s sought to fulfil the goals of New Democracy, while also adopting Soviet-inspired sports programmes in China. In the late 1950s, as Mao became increasingly disillusioned with Khrushchev's policies of de-Stalinisation, the PRC shifted away from following the Soviet Union and towards creating a Chinese socialist model in the world of sport. By the time the Great Leap Forward began in 1958, although Soviet-inspired models remained, PRC leaders had decided to forge their own path in sport.

Parallel to these developments, the 1955 Bandung Conference gave voice to an emergent global community of recently decolonised and Third World nations. Recent scholarship on this conference has especially emphasised its utmost importance in helping forge solidarities among participants by building on their emotions, creating what Christopher Lee has called a 'community of feeling'. United primarily (and sometimes only) through a sense of shared historical struggle against imperialism and colonialism, leaders of participating nations sought to create new organisations for themselves, such as the Non-Aligned Movement and the Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Organization (AAPSO). The PRC leadership professed an early interest in these developments; Premier Zhou Enlai argued in his closing speech at Bandung that cooperation was possible and achievements could be made simply 'because we peoples of the Asian and African countries share the same fate and the same desires'. In the late 1950s, as Sino-Soviet relations grew tense and the Great Leap Forward began, the Chinese government invested more heavily in building relations with newly independent African states and in supporting various national liberation movements. This included sending official delegations on visits to African countries (especially the UAR and Algeria) and paying for African delegations to come to China to engage in 'people's diplomacy'. Through these visits, the government worked to generate favourable impressions and new contacts that would help the PRC gain further recognition while convincing Africans that Chinese support for their independence was genuine.

Sino-Soviet relations meanwhile deteriorated further after 1960 and culminated in a split. Chinese leaders had come to believe that China, as the greatest underdeveloped
nation in the world that had already undergone a social revolution, should lead the rest of the world's revolutionary movements. In their analysis, the Soviet Union had abandoned the international socialist movement and forgotten about oppressed peoples around the world; the PRC should instead set the example. The fundamental ideological difference between the Chinese and Soviet communist parties in these years was in their divergent understandings of the world revolution. Soviet leaders, as they had done for decades, prioritised an anti-capitalist revolution, while Chinese leaders emphasised an anti-imperialist one.

As the two sides competed for influence in the Third World, sport played an increasing role in Chinese efforts to become more involved in burgeoning African and Asian solidarity movements. In fact, the state-sponsored development of elite competitive sport in China in the 1960s existed almost solely for the purpose of propagating the Party's alternative socialist path within the global community – especially to recently decolonised nations in Africa and Asia.

Afro-Asian solidarity and Chinese sports diplomacy in the 1960s

Between 1961 and 1965, when the influence of Chinese leaders vis-à-vis Soviet and Indian leaders in the AAPSO reached its height, sports also played an important role in expanding Chinese influence in Africa. Although in mid-1960 China had diplomatic relations with just five African countries (the UAR, Morocco, Algeria, Sudan and Guinea), by July 1965 it had established relations with twenty. Official sport visits and other cultural exchanges with these nations, which often occurred after the signing of cultural cooperation agreements, helped foster diplomatic relations at a time when prominent international organisations like the United Nations did not recognise the PRC. PRC leaders clearly believed that sending around cultural delegations could and did promote a favourable image of China and Chinese socialism. Moreover, because surprisingly little was known about some of these countries, delegation visits became an avenue for basic knowledge acquisition on new allies. Information gathered during a visit helped provide subject matter for Chinese foreign propaganda during this period, which expanded even as delegation members themselves sometimes helped distribute it.

The production in China of official reports and media on delegation visits also served an important but often overlooked purpose: helping reshape the worldviews of a domestic audience. By employing official reports and media to fashion delegations as expressions of China's solidarity with and guiding role among oppressed peoples in African and Asian nations, the Chinese leadership conveyed to its own citizens a new position in the world for China in the wake of the Sino-Soviet split. As Julia Strauss has argued, the rhetoric used in Chinese publications was not simply 'empty words', but rather a method of legitimating the state's policies and attempting to 'attract, persuade, mobilize or consolidate support within'. Sports interactions with the Soviet Union and the socialist bloc in the 1950s, in fact, had already set a precedent in Chinese official media. Coverage of well-known Soviet and socialist bloc athletes,
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as well as numerous delegation visits, had helped disseminate to the general public China's geopolitical position vis-à-vis the Soviet Union and its allies. Sport was therefore already a popular and familiar medium for teaching ordinary citizens about their nation's role in the world, but the message in the 1960s was different. Instead of 'friendly' learning from the Soviet Union and socialist bloc, 'friendship' was reserved for those engaged in the worldwide struggle against colonialism and imperialism, and Chinese socialism was the model for oppressed peoples everywhere to follow. Sports exchanges and competitions became sites where Chinese leaders sought to foster affective relations based on these principles.

By the early 1960s, concerted attempts to use international sport to build relations with African and Asian nations and negotiate Afro-Asian solidarities began with ping-pong. China's earlier international success in the sport, as well as the fact that the International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF) was one of the few international sports organisations that consistently recognised the PRC, also meant that the state continued to heavily fund the sport after the Great Leap Forward. Indeed, the ITTF gave the nation its first opportunity to host a major international sporting event, and in April 1961 Beijing was the site of the World Championships. Athletes from more than thirty nations showed up to this event - where they watched Chinese players take home most of the awards.

The ping-pong team's success attracted attention worldwide, and in 1962 it received a request that presented a unique opportunity. In January, the Ghanaian central sports council contacted the Chinese Foreign Ministry, via its embassy in Beijing, to ask for a ping-pong delegation to be sent to Ghana in May or June of that year. Ghana had joined the ITTF in 1961 and was one of only two African nations to send a delegation to the World Championships in Beijing where, according to official results, the players lost every match. The request made in 1962 asked for five players (three male and two female) and for a coach who would then remain in Ghana for a year, all expenses paid, to help train the national team for the upcoming first Pan-African championships to be held in Cairo in September. As was typical for delegation visits, China was responsible for travel costs to and from the country, and then Ghana would take care of lodging, food and in-country transportation. The Chinese side partially agreed to the request, adding another female player, a group leader and a French translator to the delegation. Meanwhile, the Daily Graphic reported that the visit would without a doubt 'give a new fillip to the game in Ghana'. The Ghana Table Tennis Federation enthusiastically prepared for the visit by holding interregional championships to select players for further training. The Chinese side revised down the request for a coach to stay a year in Ghana to three months, although the Ghanaian side hoped that one might come in the future for a year and a half to train a new coach. Most importantly, the PRC leadership decided this was an ideal chance for the delegation to visit several additional African countries. At a time in which Chinese leaders had little experience with West Africa, the delegation could at the very least make a good impression and gather information on some of these countries.

So in April 1962, a year after the World Championships held in Beijing and a year and a half before Zhou Enlai's high-profile tour of Africa, the government sent its top
ping-pong athletes to the continent.\footnote{116} Over the course of two months, the Chinese athletes visited the UAR, Ghana, Guinea, Mali and Sudan. In charge of the ping-pong delegation was Huang Zhong, vice-chair of the State Sports Commission, and a cadre trusted by the Chinese top leadership. The Commission’s plan for the visit stated that, since it would be the first time a Chinese sports team was going to West Africa, the team’s mission would be to support diplomatic work, hold ‘friendship activities’ (youchao huodong), carry out sports exchanges that would foster understanding and friendship, and ‘expand our nation’s political influence’.\footnote{117} Though not explicitly stated, the leadership believed that the high-profile ping-pong players had the potential to propagate a positive image of China in a way that might appeal to a broader audience, especially in countries like Ghana and the UAR where the sport was already popular.

The Chinese press reported on the delegation’s activities during the visit, often delivering timely but brief accounts of where the delegation was and if they had played any matches. Articles in People’s Daily (for a domestic audience) and New China News Agency (for an international audience) rarely mentioned anything further about matches or players, but frequently described the team’s effusive welcome everywhere they went and listed the names of any important political leaders they had met. During the visit, New China News Agency described the team’s reception as ‘warm’ and ‘cordial’ – such as being ‘warmly welcomed’ upon arrival or ‘warmly applauded’ during a match – no fewer than twenty-two times, while the terms ‘friendship’ and ‘friendly’ made at least nineteen appearances.\footnote{118} Twenty-five times articles named African sports leaders, finance ministers, presidents and other dignitaries. Though much is missing about the actual activities and meetings, the Chinese message delivered was one of growing friendly relations with Africans.

Articles published in China afterwards and Huang’s post-visit summary report sent to the Foreign Ministry provide more details on the nature of the visit. Huang’s report begins by summarising the basic facts, including that Coach Wang Chuanyao had remained in Ghana to work.\footnote{119} The team had played thirty-four matches and exhibitions, thirteen of which occurred in Guinea and twelve in Ghana, and it had won the vast majority. Huang also estimated a total audience of approximately 15,000 that had come to see the team play. The report then moves straight into outlining the diplomatic efforts, including the ping-pong team’s ‘warm’ reception and courting by leaders at all levels in each country. This included a high-profile meeting with Guinean president Sékou Touré at the Presidential Palace, mentioned not only in Huang’s report but also in an article published in the English-language China’s Sports (an official mouthpiece) that was ostensibly penned by Rong Guotuan himself.\footnote{120}

Rong’s article and Huang’s report both went to great lengths to list the ways in which the delegation had worked to build China–Africa solidarities by developing affective bonds with its hosts. This often had little to do with sport and everything to do with strengthening relations or connections (guanxi) as one might find in China, such as in spending time together and exchanging small gifts. Associated with the concept of feelings (ganqing), the cultivation of guanxi is even today often attached to (and sometimes conflated with) ‘friendship’.\footnote{121} Thus when Rong states that ‘friends’ in Mali gifted the team handbags and wallets made of crocodile skin following a sight-
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seeing visit to a crocodile park in Bamako, he calls these 'tokens of the friendship the Mali people have for the Chinese people'. The gift exchange in Sudan was apparently so emotional that everyone was 'moved to tears' (gandong de liulet). Rong's article and Huang's report also worked to convince their readers that relations on both sides were profound, authentic and enduring. For example, Ghana's national men's and women's singles champions, E. A. Quaye and Ethel Jacks, who had both attended the 1961 World Championships in Beijing, greeted the team at the airport with a Chinese folk song that was 'moving to hear' from 'Ghanaian friends'. In the UAR, a vice-president of the ITTF invited the players to his home, which was decorated with Chinese paintings, ornaments, and figurines, showing his 'esteem and affection ... for our country'. Youth that had studied in China came to greet the team after matches in the UAR, including a young Chinese-speaking couple who spent an evening with the team, gave them a family photo and stated that they wanted to go back to China for a visit. A Chinese folk song, a house decorated in a Chinese style and a Chinese-speaking couple dreaming of China: the article recollected such comments not just as proof of how these people had deeply personal relationships with the country, but also of how their strong admiration for it reflected China's growing influence in Africa.

During the visit, the team's non-sports activities helped reinforce a bond based on narratives of shared historical struggle against colonialism and imperialism. In their meeting with Touré, Rong's article reported, the Guinean president had reiterated that the 'friendship' between the Chinese and Guinean peoples was based on 'our common aim and common anti-imperialist and anti-colonialist sentiments'. Emphasising commonalities was considered essential in creating better relations with Africans. Huang stressed in his report that the team had used all opportunities - from the fourteen official meetings with leaders to numerous other sports and non-sports activities - to express the 'deep camaraderie' (shenhou qingyi) between the Chinese and African people (figure 6.1). This included visits to important historic and cultural sites in order to learn about the 'heroic struggle' of African people against imperialism and colonialism. In Ghana, for example, the delegation visited the Cape Coast Castle, a black slave fort that had served as a prison in colonial times, the report noting that slaves from this particular location had also been 'fettered and handcuffed' and then sent to North America. When visiting the UAR, the team made a stop at Port Said, where they saw vestiges of the 1956 Suez Crisis - or, in the words of the report, where the Egypt had resisted 'the attack of English and French imperialism' - such as the tomb of the unknown soldier (figure 6.2). The delegation found a particularly resonant historical thread when they visited the memorial of Khartoum Mahdi in Sudan, where they saw the yellow robe and mandarin jacket presented to British general Charles Gordon by the Qing court for his help in suppressing the Taiping rebellion in the 1860s. Chinese revolutionary leaders, including Mao, admired the Taiping rebels as early heroes in their attempt to overthrow the Qing dynasty, and they viewed Gordon as an interfering British colonialist siding with the Qing. Gordon was later killed during an attempt to suppress Mahdist rebels in Khartoum and with his clothing on display had thus been, according to the report, 'duly punished' in Sudan. Huang concluded from all of these experiences that the team had received a 'profound education'
6.1 'They found friendship warm and deep'. Chinese national team ping-pong players Sun Meiying (left) and Hu Keming (right) with Khadidjata Diallo of Guinea

6.2 Team leader Huang Zhong places a wreath on the tomb of the Unknown Soldier at Port Said
in both patriotism and internationalism, but performing these ritual visits while drawing upon the language of a shared historical struggle against colonialism and imperialism also fell in line with Mao's 1956 pronouncement to 'use the past to serve the present, make the foreign serve China'. Such non-sports sightseeing visits were, in other words, clearly meant to develop affective bonds between Chinese guests and their local hosts that would boost their 'friendship' in a broader sense – and fulfil a PRC political agenda.

Couched in terms of Afro-Asian solidarity, the 1962 sports delegation also went beyond affect by working to promote China's national image and Chinese socialism through the lens of sport. In the UAR, Huang's report noted that the visit was preceded by one week of showing a documentary on Chinese ping-pong in movie theatres, and the Chinese team's first match was broadcast on television. Although Huang does not specify who decided to show the film, where it was shown, or who watched it, the implication throughout the report is that the team's reputation in these countries was already well established and they were very popular. Local media had also helped boost the team's image. Ghana's Daily Graphic published a series of articles about the team, including brief biographies on the players and a front-page group photo of the 'Tennis stars' the day prior to their arrival, as well as subsequent reports on exhibition matches that managed to 'thrill the fans'. (The latter included Huang losing in a 'special exhibition match' to Kofi Baako, Ghana's Minister of Defense and Table Tennis Federation chair.) Huang reported that the team had been overwhelmed by fans' requests for autographs and photos after each match held in the UAR, and in every country youth had become 'wildly excited' after seeing the team play. The Ghanaian Times meanwhile published an article calling the 1961 World Championship in Beijing a 'milestone' in which it noted that sixteen of the world's best players now came from China. The Chinese report noted that this article attributed China's achievements to an improvement in Chinese peoples' material and cultural lives under socialism. According to Huang, grand receptions given for the ping-pong team in every country were also an indication of respect for China as a whole, as were comments throughout the visit praising China's socialist construction, anti-imperialist position and 'support for all oppressed peoples struggling for independence'. The popularity of this Chinese ping-pong delegation, the report thus insinuated, represented a broader admiration of African peoples towards China and Chinese socialism.

Furthermore, despite public proclamations about shared struggles and the building of 'friendship', what Huang's internal report to the Foreign Ministry clearly indicates is that the PRC leadership never saw relations with African countries as equal. The report constantly attempts to place China and Chinese socialism on a pedestal, and suggests that PRC superiority extended beyond sport. Huang argued that the visit showed African people China's 'vigorous development' across all of society. For example, he noted that female ping-pong players from China, where officially the slogan was 'men and women are equal', had especially drawn attention in Guinea, Mali and Sudan, 'where women have not been fully liberated'. The implication here was that a morally superior society – which China already had but these countries had yet to
achieve – included the emancipation of women. Huang cited the Guinean president Touré as having praised the Chinese leadership and socialist system for support of the worldwide people’s liberation movement based on a real desire to eliminate the foundation of imperialism. Ghana’s national defence leader meanwhile stated that Ghana could learn a lot from China’s experience with socialist construction. It probably helped that in the previous year Chinese leaders had already satisfied some Ghanaian ping-pong-related requests, such as providing them with an unspecified number of paddles and issues of the English-language magazine *China’s Sports*. The gifting of these shows how, in the eyes of Chinese leaders, an inexpensive request for sports items could easily be fulfilled even when the country was financially strapped – if, that is, it served a strategic foreign policy goal and especially if it included propaganda that might raise China’s image and influence in a particular country.

While a major task of this visit was raising or reinforcing China’s image through exposure of the ping-pong team, the report also made some general observations on sports programmes in these countries. Huang, for example, commented that sports activities in African countries, especially Guinea, Mali and Sudan, were somewhat ‘backward’ and their sports programmes ‘incomplete’, lacking mass participation, appropriate sports facilities and equipment, and (especially) specialised sports talent. The only exception to this was some ‘rather good’ advances made in sport in the UAR, where the delegation watched the national football team beat the European champions Portugal. The report added with disgust, however, that sport in the UAR was unfortunately ‘in the hands of the rich’ – a comment that further disparaged President Nasser and the Soviet-leaning UAR leadership while also insinuating that the UAR could not be trusted. Nevertheless, the report noted that the future for all of these African countries was bright because following independence their governments had placed a lot of importance on sports. In Ghana, for example, soccer, ping-pong, field hockey, cricket and boxing were not only widespread, but the government was also ambitious and seeking to lead Africa in them. Guinea was in the middle of building a stadium to seat 25,000 and developing new programmes not just in ping-pong but also in gymnastics. Furthermore, an All-African Sports Federation established earlier in the year had branches in individual sports disciplines, some of which had already held championships. This kind of information gave the Chinese leadership some ideas on the current state of sport that could then be used either for spreading its own influence in specific countries, or in shoring up potential supporters for other battles brewing in the world of international sport.

In fact, the Chinese ping-pong delegation had already begun to spread its influence by concretely engaging with sports development in these countries. Where the skill level was considered ‘low’, such as in Guinea and Mali, the Chinese delegation helped establish ping-pong associations, visited schools and work units at all levels, and held various exhibitions for the masses. A few months prior to this visit, the Chinese government had already made the decision to send Guinea a modest amount of sports equipment, including a few ping-pong tables. These endeavours also clearly met with some success in Mali, which subsequently set up a national Table Tennis Federation and in 1963 became a member of the International Table
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Tennis Federation. In Ghana and Egypt, where the skill level was considered better – Ghanaian E. A. Quaye was West African champion in men's singles and had played in the 1961 ITTF World Championships in Beijing – the focus was on promoting and extending the sport through exhibitions held at, for example, local schools. Several practice competitions were also held with the Ghanaian national team to help improve their skills.

Nevertheless, as the post-visit report indicates, the Chinese leadership measured the success of the 1962 visit less in terms of local sports endeavours and more in terms of what it did to build affective relations with Africans and boost China's image in these countries. Chinese official media wasted no time in delivering the good news to a home audience. The State Sports Commission held a reception on 27 June, less than a week after the delegation had returned to Beijing, to honour the countries for their hospitality. Speaking to a room full of invited envoys and diplomats from these countries, Foreign Minister Chen Yi thanked the African countries for their warm reception of the ping-pong team before then adding that China and these countries found themselves in a similar situation: standing up to oppression from imperialism and colonialism. People's Daily also quoted the Ghanaian ambassador to China as having stated that the visit had left a 'deep impression' and encouraged 'friendship' between 'the peoples of China and Africa'. Other leaders from the State Sports Commission, the Foreign Ministry and the Chinese-African People's Friendship Association were also present. And, of course, so were the ping-pong players, who played an exhibition match for these guests following the reception.

Conclusion

Over the course of 1965 and 1966, Chinese politics became increasingly radical and militant. Mao's personality cult gained new traction following his epic swim in July 1966 – an event that included a colour video of Mao bobbing around the Yangzi and was understood in China as a display of the ageing leader's good health – and the subsequent rise of Red Guard factions. African delegations visiting China in the summer and autumn of 1966 experienced some of this first hand when they received a heavy dose of Chinese socialism that emphasised Mao Zedong thought. In late 1966, sports leaders and top athletes came under heavy criticism, and sports activities – including delegation visits – had largely ceased by the end of the decade. Over the course of several months in 1968, three famous ping-pong players, including Rong Guotuan, committed suicide.

In the early 1970s, the leadership revitalised ping-pong and ushered in the adoption of an official sports policy in China known as 'friendship first, competition second'. The policy and accompanying slogan instructed athletes and leaders to put 'friendship' above all else at international sports competitions and during delegation visits, and this was especially true with African and Asian nations. One prominent example was the Afro-Asian Table Tennis Friendship Invitational Tournament held in Beijing in November 1971. The Chinese press emphasised repeatedly that the purpose of
the event was ‘enhancing friendship’ with people from African and Asian countries and promoting table tennis development. The international press often portrayed this approach as a new attempt on the part of the Chinese Party-state to broaden the scope of its amicable foreign relations. ‘Ping-pong diplomacy’, as it continues to be well known today, helped thaw Sino-American relations – and the PRC joined the United Nations in October 1971. Yet, as I have shown, this official soft power sports policy to create ‘friendly’ foreign relations with African and Asian nations existed in the previous decade.

For the Chinese leadership, the 1962 visit of the ping-pong team to Africa was clearly considered a successful use of sport for diplomacy. In his 2011 book, Joseph Nye cites a recent book of multinational surveys as having deemed China’s soft power efforts 'ineffective'. He argues that although persuasion in soft power can be manipulative, attractiveness ultimately depends on ‘emotional appeals and narratives’ made by non-elites (i.e. unofficial third parties). Emotion was indeed at the very heart of Chinese sports diplomacy in the 1960s, but it was dictated according to the Chinese leadership and not the masses. This did not make these visits ineffective. On the contrary, Chinese leaders measured the success of a visit both tangibly in terms of numbers or visits with leaders, as well as intangibly in their building of affective relations ('friendship') between delegation members, their African hosts and any other Africans with whom the Chinese team came in contact during a visit. As Anne-Marie Brady has previously noted, China’s ‘friendship diplomacy is not just cultural diplomacy – it’s a remarkably effective way to deal with the outside world’. This was certainly the case with sports diplomacy under Mao.

The long-term political success of the 1960s sports delegation visits might be difficult to assess, but the leadership used the vocabulary, narratives and framework from this visit – and likely others, in combination with the leadership of its embassies in these countries – to aid subsequent efforts at cultivating Sino-African relations. The history of Ghana’s Cape Coast castle and Gordon’s ‘punishment’ in Sudan, for example, both made it into speeches given by Zhou Enlai when he visited these countries in January 1964 as part of his high-profile African tour. Such narratives linking China with many African countries based on a colonial past are, in fact, still in use today: visiting the Khalifa museum to see Gordon’s infamous ‘yellow jacket’ continues to be a sightseeing stop for Chinese delegations. Furthermore, the ping-pong team’s connections in several African countries clearly helped bolster these countries’ participation in later events like the Afro-Asian tournament in 1971. And, as the famous US ping-pong team visit to China indicated, the Chinese leadership knew how to use sports diplomacy to its advantage.

Overall, Chinese leaders used elite sport in the 1960s to accomplish goals directly related to China’s international and domestic political agendas. In the aftermath of the Great Leap Forward and Sino-Soviet split, elite sport helped open up new transnational networks and establish foreign relations that reconfigured China’s place in the world. Central-level sports policies siphoned limited state resources to athletic superstars with the hope that Chinese athletes would reach and compete at world levels, break world records and win glory for China in the international arena. This,
they believed, would truly elevate the nation’s image. China’s official media coverage of its athletes at mega-events like the GANEFO, as well as during smaller sports delegation visits, was intended to spread a positive national image to recently decolonised Third World nations and a domestic audience. Persuading local Chinese – whether leaders, athletes or ordinary citizens – has always been as important to the Chinese government as reaching foreigners. At a time in which the country was recovering from the Great Leap Forward and the deterioration of Sino-Soviet relations, this method of sports diplomacy helped legitimate the regime’s policies and deliver a new understanding of China’s place in the world to an international as well as domestic audience.
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